
Strategic Development Group Programs Help
Increase Organizational Performance and
Reduce Costly Operational Mistakes

SDG helps clients build a solid business strategy.

New SDG Training and Development

Platforms Help Organizations Identify

Strengths & Potential Weaknesses in the

Workplace and Avoid Costly Operational

Mistakes

MENIFEE, CA, UNITED STATES,

December 1, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/

-- The leadership team at Strategic

Development Group (SDG) earns

highest regards by helping clients

identify costly operational gaps. SDG

has launched more than a dozen new

business management training and discipline platforms to help companies navigate volatile

markets, competitive market pressures, and declining employee engagement to focus on

effective business practices and be positioned for success. 

Teaching business leaders

how to pivot in volatile times

to identify operational gaps

helps companies focus on

what they can control rather

than what they can’t!”

William Chesnutt, Founder &

CEO of Strategic Development

Group.

SDG is group of expert business consultants, corporate

trainers, and entrepreneurs that thrive on sharing their

experience and knowledge to help business leaders make

more informed decisions to support the success of their

business. SDG has a proven track record which

demonstrates that investing in people and processes will

help companies achieve clear communication and expert

collaboration that will boost profitability. 

“Teaching business leaders how to pivot in volatile times to

identify operational gaps helps companies focus on what

they can control rather than what they can’t,” says William Chesnutt, Founder & CEO of Strategic

Development Group. “The increase in organizational performance we’ve helped our clients

achieve ensures a strong foundation for their business as well as their human capital.” 
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The training platforms offered by SDG

help business leaders develop an

understanding of their team’s

strengths and weaknesses and provide

personal development programs for

their employees which benefit their

employees as well as the success of the

organization.  Assessing a company’s

strengths and shortcomings at an

employee level can maximize the full potential of individual teams and departments to create

more efficiencies as a company.  By investing in their people and processes, companies can

achieve clear communication and expert collaboration, while increasing overall profitability. 

SDG Offers these Key Steps to Companies to Determine Their Opportunities and Obstacles 

Recognizing company strengths and weaknesses can be an overwhelming process, especially

without any direction or plan. SDG offers these best practices to help business leaders

determine their team’s opportunities and gaps:  

  •  Talk to your employees. Spend time with your employees individually and in a group to gather

feedback on management, employee and company strengths and weaknesses. It’s important to

take your team’s thoughts and suggestions into consideration. 

  •  Identify work process flows. Once you have identified what processes are in place, next you

must understand which processes work and which ones are not creating efficient results. </li> 

  •  Observe employee performance individually and as a team. This observation will provide you

with a clear idea of what areas need improvement and what members work better individually

as opposed to on a team. 

  •  SWOT Analysis: Develop a SWOT Analysis. SWOT stands for Strengths, Weaknesses,

Opportunities and Threats. While developing and mastering this business analysis, you will

uncover: 

    o  Your team’s strengths and opportunities and how to capitalize on them 

    o  Your team’s weaknesses and gaps and how to improve them

    o  Any present or potential threats to your company and employees 

Business leaders interested in discovering effective strategic execution steps for their team are

encouraged to contact a Strategic Development Group business consultant at

www.strategicdevelopmentgrp.com. There they can also learn more about SDG’s Employee

Training Courses and Professional Development Programs and discover which business

development services could benefit their company and employees.
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